V-180 ®

virtra.com/v-180/

The V-180® is the higher standard for decision-making simulation and tactical firearms training. Three screens
and a 180-degree immersive training environment ensures that time in the simulator translates into real world
survival skills.

V-180® SYSTEM FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES
Fully immersive 180-degree environment
Real-life scenarios and marksmanship training capability
Seamless high resolution video
Debrief and record a trainee’s performance, judgment, and reaction time
Multi-directional surround sound for unsurpassed audio realism
Arsenal of recoil kits available for most firearms
One year “Best in the Industry” warranty with ability to report service related issues 24/7 via email, online, or voice mail
“I would highly recommend this system to other chiefs in other areas and make it part of their training
course.”
Ellis C Jackson Chief of Police, Thomasville Georgia

VIRTRA V-180 BROCHURE | VIRTRA.COM/V-180/

V-180® IN ACTION!

FOOTPRINT & CONFIGURATION*

* Simulator drawings are for illustrative purposes only. Actual dimensions
subject to change and customizable to fit into a variety of available spaces.
Contact a VirTra deployment specialist for more details.
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SYSTEM SPECS
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4 computers
Rack mount chassis
Intel® processors
Hi-end graphics cards
16GB Ram

3 - DLP projectors
3 - 10’ x 7.5’ projection screens
3 - Self powered monitor speakers with 700w each
3 - USB-powered Laser Tracking Cameras
Dual monitor with backlit keyboard and optical mouse
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